EVOLUTION OF EXCELLENCE

Constructive Training Services
Linxx Global Solutions
Linxx Global Solutions, Inc. (Linxx), a service-disabled veteranowned business until the spring of 2015, has offices across the
United States. Our growing business operations are managed from
our corporate headquarters in Virginia Beach, Virginia. Over the
last 9 years, Linxx has offered a wide range of educational, training,
professional, and program management services around the world.
We support all branches of the Department of Defense (DoD), the
Department of State, the intelligence community, U.S. Department
of Homeland Security, and other federal, state, and local agencies.

Realistic Exercise Support
Linxx provides comprehensive training and constructive exercise
support to engage U.S. military and federal agency personnel in
various opposing force scenarios to further refine their abilities
to execute their missions upon deployment. We are experienced
in recruiting, vetting, and contracting a variety of role-players
who allow military and federal agency operators to practice their
communication skills with the local populace and execute their
tactical decision-making process. Exercises can include highintensity, close-quarters battle training; the use of firearms,
demolitions, and explosives; and air-supporting platforms. Linxx
also has the ability to provide special and static effects support
that enhances exercise realism and situational awareness for
participants. If necessary, Linxx coordinates with outside entities
throughout the duration of the exercise cycle to deal with various
logistical tasks and ensure our compliance with local ordinances.
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Constructive Training Services
Linxx has the expertise and capability to support the full
implementation of a realistic exercise, including the following:
• Four years of exercise and role-player support to
select JSOC units.
• Pre-deployment site survey and advance
party support
• Scenario set-up, development, scripting, and 			
rehearsal support
• Role-player support (e.g., recruiting, vetting, hiring, 			
and supervision to ensure consistency with scenario 		
objectives and safety)
• Material support (e.g., uniforms/costumes, red man 		
weapons and suits, dog bite suits, actual weapons, etc.)
• Scripted intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
(ISR) movement
• Special and static effects support (e.g., smoke, squib 		
shots, blank-firing rounds, moulage, rocket-propelled 		
grenades, improvised explosive devices,
and post-blast residue)
• Special unit support (e.g., specific terrorist group, 			
maritime pirates, quick response force, elite guard 			
force, snipers, etc.).

Summary
Linxx is a well-run, lean company with an excellent past
performance record. The value we deliver to our customers
can be summed up in one word: commitment. We are
dedicated to improving the security of America and her allies
through insightful analysis, creative product development,
and exceptional customer service. To that end, we employ
a large number of former service men and women who
leverage their considerable experience and knowledge
to accurately address the challenges facing our U.S.
Government and corporate customers. In addition to these
talented veterans, Linxx employs intelligent, business-minded
professionals

who

understand

program

management,

risk mitigation, and quality assurance. Our service offerings
are divided into two categories: Security Services and
Training Services.
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